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ENGLISH SUMMARY ENGLISH SUMMARY

French self-made designer Simon 

Port Jacquemus was born in a small 

town near Marseille. He always con-

veys his love for sun, South of France, 

bright colors and summer in his laid-

back and enchanting by its luminosity 

collections. Simon founded his brand 

when he was 19, 10 years ago, when 

suddenly his mother died and ever 

since he dedicates all his work only 

to her. Each Jacquemus presentation 

becomes a real show, in which all 

the details matter: location, colors, 

Provence ceramic decorations.

Simon faced world success in 2019 

after a legendary show staged in 

lavande camps of Provence, that were 

all over social media in an instant. 

In the pandemic year Simon Port 

repeated his success but in a new 

Very popular in 1990s and 2000s 

Italian brand Blumarine got a 

second chance in 2019 when a 

new team of managers and cre-

ators with the leader – designer 

Nicola Brognano has come to 

rule the brand. Before that Nicola 

worked at Giambattista Valli and 

Dolce&Gabbana, started his own 

brand in 2015 and won in a pres-

tigious design competition Who 

Is On Next. Together with a new 

Creative Director Blumarine has 

not lost it’s familiar style – sexy 

slip dresses, corsets, tops with fur 

embellishment – but the brand 

became modern, with a touch of 

2000s glamour. Nicola’s debut col-

lection honors the boudoir chique 

Raf Simons has been one the most influential creators in fashion indus-

try for the last 20 years. Since 1995 he has been the iconic designer for 

young generation, who rethinks and adopts pop-culture and modern art 

into fashionable apparel. He managed to collaborate with major fashion 

houses such as Jil Sander, Dior, Calvin Klein, while developing his own 

brand. 

In the SS21 collection Raf Simons studies the young generation of the 

period when he was young himself. He doesn’t want to stress on the 

designs, he rather prefers to convey his own vision of the past, future and 

present, using personal memories, placed in nowadays. You can find new 

Raf Simon’s collection in BABOCHKA boutiques and on babochka.ru

Brand founders of The Attico Giorgia Tordini and Gilda Ambrosio have 

met around 9 years ago at the party. Then they became friends and 

launched an ultra-trendy bohemian brand. Both girls are familiar with 

fashion world since childhood, but their fashion tastes are completely 

different. Together they have combined minimalism of Tordini and passion 

for experiments of Ambrosio in a unique style of The Attico. The main 

inspiration of the brand is a villa on Como lake, therefore, you can find 

lots of décor, velvet, luxury and decadents’ spirit in the collection.

Resort 21 takes you to the sun-drenched Mediterranean seashore and cre-

ates a summer party mood for which sophisticated seductive silhouettes 

fit seamlessly with fashionable stiff shoulders and feather trim. Celebrity 

fans Hailey Bieber, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley and Dakota Johnson agree 

that even comfort must be accompanied by luxury.

At first French designer Alexandre Vauthier planned to become

a lawyer, but then he entered the oldest fashion school in France —

ESMOD.  After the graduation he found a job in Thierry Mugler com-

pany where he studied from the maestro from whom he borrowed the 

love for sculpture and architecture of the dress. Later on he worked 

in Jean-Paul Gauthier brand at the time when the best professionals 

from the leading couture fashion houses were there. In 2009 Alexandre 

created his own brand, starting from evening gown with accent on 

sexuality. In 2014 he launched a ready-to-wear line, which better suits 

everyday life, but keeps the iconic cuts, emphasized silhouettes of 80s 

in a mix with minimalism of 90s.

In the spring-summer collection designer still prefers ultra sexy dresses, 

shiny sequins and transparent black fabrics, adding women’s tuxedos 

and jumpsuits, which express women’s power. Alexandre admits that he 

loves making women beautiful and powerful, the way that they would 

conquer and win every man’s attention.

style, choosing a wheat camp in 

national park of Veksin for a pre-

sentation of spring-summer 2021. In 

color scheme of the collection white, 

blue and earth colors prevailed in 

contrast with black and clay tones, 

supported by ceramic dishes used 

for location décor. The dresses 

embodied the southern French light-

heartedness, the wheat bunches and 

leafy patterns on the clothes were 

ideally combined with the surround-

ing landscape. Jacquemus called 

this collection "L'amour", means 

love - his main source of inspira-

tion, which helps him to invent the 

famous Chiquito handbags, original 

accessories and apparel created for 

holidays on the Cote d'Azur.

NEW BRAND: 
JACQUEMUS

BLUMARINE

RAF SIMONS

THE ATTICO

ALEXANDRE 
VAUTHIER

of a historical brand. Designer 

has reinvented a famous cardi-

gan with fur which was popular 

among 2000s celebrities from 

Naomi Campbell to Winona Ryder, 

yet presented it in a crop version 

and in pastel colors. Brognano 

included traditional savage print, 

intricate sandals, silk scarves worn 

as tops and mini-skirts of chiffon 

in the collection. Extra charm was 

added by a top stylist, modern 

Barbie Lotta Volkova, who worked 

with archives but spiced up the 

style with her signature rebel-

liousness. This season Blumarine 

offers a needed dose of glamour in 

pastel colors in combination with 

mink fur.
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MEGA ‘‘Parnas’’

MEGA ‘‘Dybenko’’

EUROPOLIS
Пулковское ш., 60 к1

BABOCHKA
CITY MAP

ONLINE MAP

FASHION
DISTRICT

Follow
@staronevsky
on Instagram
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STARONEVSKY.COM

ONLINE 
MAP
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